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Introduction

Words in any language are related to various other words in it. Some relations are lexical while some are semantic. WordNet [English WordNet] is an
excellent tool that allows one to navigate through various relations a word
has with others to get a holistic view of the meaning it conveys. The synsets
convey the sense, antonyms give the words with opposite sense, meronymy
and hyponymy help one in identifying the parts of the object and the objects
of which the given word is a part of, hypernymy and hyponymy give an idea
of ontological classification. In case of verbs the entailment relation helps in
understanding the activity-subactivity relation.
Usefulness of English wordnet led of the development of WordNets for
other languages and also the interlinking of various WordNets. Eversince
the development of English WordNet[Fellbaum, 1999] the computational
lexicography work has gained momentum and acquired a new direction.
Several projects purely dedicated to building WordNets for different languages, linking the existing WordNets and building multilingual WordNets
were taken up during the last decade[Vossen, 2002 and Sinha et. al, 2006].
Though the usefulness of WordNet for NLP is still to be established, there
are several efforts to show its significance and relevance for the NLP related work[Agirre E. et. al, 1996]. EuroWordNet is a multilingual WordNet
for several European languages (Dutch, Italian, Spanish, German, French,
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Czech and Estonian).
In India, there have been efforts at several places all over the country to develop WordNets for Indian Languages (Tamil, Marathi, Hindi,
Sanskrit)[Tamil WordNet, Marathi WordNet, Hindi WordNet and Sanskrit
WordNet]. Though there were initiatives to start the work on Sanskrit
WordNet[Mohanty et. al, 2002] nothing concrete has yet come out. In the
recent developments, Kulkarni[Kulkarni et al, 2008b] presents the interlinking of amarakosha with the Hindi WordNet.
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Richness of Sanskrit morphology

Now the question is, Is the present structure of wordnet capable enough
to express the network of relations among different words in Sanskrit? To
understand the complexity involved in representing the network of words in
Sanskrit we first understand the complexity of word formation in Sanskrit.
Two important aspects of language study are its grammar and its lexicon. Pān.ini’s As..tādhyāyı̄ and Amarasimha’s Nāmaliñgānuśāsanam popularly known as Amarakośa both belonging to roughly 5th century B.C.
serve as monumental works in the area of grammar and lexicography respectively. Though lexicographic work such as Nighan..tu existed before
Amarakośa, Amarakośa dealt with essentially non-vedic words and hence
gained importance very soon.
Some languages build extensively while others to a limited extent only.
Raghuvira(1981) in the introduction of his ambitious project of building English - Hindi dictionary of technical terms, where he borrows heavily from
Sanskrit, describes the richness of word-formation in Sanskrit in the following words.
While every language builds to a certain extent, it is only a very small
number that build constantly, and not only single stray words but whole systems. These are the three great classical languages of the world. ... are
Sanskrit, Chinese and Latin (with Greek)[Raghuvira, 1981].
Figure 1 describes the rich word formation in Sanskrit through the Finite
State Transducer(FST).
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Thus, as is clear from figure1, the relation between words across Part
of Speech(POS) also becomes very significant in case of Sanskrit. However
English WordNet does not contain syntagmatic relations linking words from
different syntactic categories except for a few such as legal-lawyer, big-size
[Fellbaum, 1999]. To get an idea of the richness in building words in Sanskrit, we show in figure2 the compositionality in the meaning of nouns derived from verbs by adding non-finite suffixes(kr.t). Sanskrit has around 140
such kr.t suffixes, and the derivation is quite productive. As is evident from
the figure2, such a network of Sanskrit words explaining the relationships
among them is a valuable resource for any NLP work related to Sanskrit.
The important role of verbs in building Sanskrit WordNet is also highlighted
by Kulkarni[Kulkarni et. al, 2008].
Thus, there are two distinct tasks: one is to develop a network of words
within a syntactic category which is more or less parallel to the concept of
English WordNet, though in case of Sanskrit the ontological classification
may be influenced by the Vaiśes.ika ontology. The development of WordNet
for nouns extracting synsets from Amarakośa is described in Bharati[Bharati
et. al, 2008]. Owing to the productive nature of Sanskrit in word building
there is another important and unique task of developing a network between
the words belonging to different syntactic categories but related semantically. In what follows we describe the approach we would like to build this
network.
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New features of networking of Sanskrit words

Verbal suffixes play a very significant role in Sanskrit. Pān.ini has given
certain rules for deriving kr.danta forms from the roots. He has provided
nearly 130 kr.t suffixes in As.t.ādhyāyı̄. Most of the suffixes occur with most
of the roots. Some of the kr.danta’s can take noun inflections while others
are indeclinables. 15 high frequent kr.t suffixes namely anı̄yar, artha, ghañ,
kta, ktavatu, ktvā, lyut., n.amul, n.vul, n.yat, śānac, śatr., tavyat, tr.c, tumun,
yat are selected here for experiment.
Semantically, one suffix may correspond to more than one meanings. For
example the suffix ghañ occurs in the sense of all 6 karakas as well as bhāva
as shown in table1.
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Figure 1: Word Formation in Sanskrit
Legends:
dhātuh.
verbal root
sup
nominal suffix
subantah.
noun
kr.t
nonfinite verbal
suffix
tiń
finite verbal suffix śabdakośah. lexicon
dhātupāt.hah.verbal root list
taddhitah. derivational suffix
sanādih.
derivational
upasargah. verbal prefix
suffixes
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At the same time it is possible to have different suffixes representing the
same meaning. For example, multiple meanings of ghañ suffix as shown in
table1.
pratyaya
ghañ
ghañ
ghañ
ghañ
ghañ
ghañ
ghañ

artha
kartā
karma
karan.a
sampradāna
apādāna
adhikaran. a
bhāva

udāharan. a
ātmarāmah.
abhravars.am
apamānam
dāsah.
sphot.ah.
rāma
pākah.

Table 1: Multiple meanings of ghañ
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Proposal

Each of the kr.t suffixes represent a semantic relation between a verb root
and its form. These relations may be classified into the following kartā,
karma, karan.a, sampradāna, apādāna, adhikaran. a, bhāva, bhūta, bhavis.yat,
ābhı̄ksn
. ya, āvaśyaka, atisarga, nimitta, auciwya, prāptakāla, prais.ya, sāmarthya,
yogyatā etc.
There is no one to one mapping between a kr.t suffix and the semantic
relation. Each of these relations may ceorrespond to more than one kr.t suffixes and a kr.t suffix may represent more than one semantic meanings. For
example the suffix ghañ has more than one meanings as shown in table1.
Similarly there may correspond more than one suffixes which express the
semantic relation as shown in table3.
Though on the face of it the broad meaning is same in all these cases,
however, we observe that these words are not replacable and hence do not
form a synset. Therefore we represent this data as shown in the following
table.
Since kr.t suffixes derive nouns from verbs, we now link these nouns with
the synsets defined using amarakośa.
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Figure 2:

pac
pac
pac
pac
pac
pac
pac

kartari
kartari
kartari
kartari
kartari
kartari
kartari

pac
pac
pac
pac
pac
pac
pac

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

anı̄yar
ktavatu
n.vul
n.yat
śatr.
tavyat
tq.c

pacanı̄ya
paktavat
pācaka
pācya
pacat
paktavya
paktr.

Table 2: Kartari meanings of pac dhātu.
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anit dhātu
bhū1
bhū1
bhū1
bhū1

it dhātu
bhū
bhū
bhū
bhū

kr.t pratyaya
anı̄yar
anı̄yar
anı̄yar
anı̄yar

artha
kartari
bhāve
yogyatā
prāptakāle

rūpa
bhavanı̄ya
bhavanı̄ya
bhavanı̄ya
bhavanı̄ya

Table 3: Sample entry in the database

A synset in amarakośa is the set of words that having same meaning
spread over one or more padas, and ślokas. Typically this meaning is captured by the commentators of amarakośa by a single word which we call a
head word. Example as shown in the following table4.
Word
amara

Chapter-Varga-Verse-Line
1.1.7.1

Gender
puM.

Class
svargavarga

Synset-id-word
svarga

Table 4: Sample entry in the amarakośa database
The information about to which class (varga) these words belong to is
also unique and gives us a broad ontological classification. We link the kr.t
words with amarakośa words, showing the synsets these kr.t words belong to
figure2 consider the root bhū and its forms in the meaning of bhāve. There
are eight words derived form bhū denoting the meaning bhāve as shown below. The automatic linking of the words with the amarakośa leads to figure2.
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Conclusion

The synsets based on the amarakośa provide a basic WordNet for nouns.
Since Hindi and Sanskrit share a lot, the ontology from Hindi has been borrowed by linking the amarakośa synsets to the Hindi WordNet. Further the
linking of verbs with the derived nouns and further to the amarakośa words
makes it easy to navigate across the POS categories.
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Figure 3: Snapshot of the web display
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